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News, Views, & Stuff

We have analyzed the theorists from Bourdieu back to Marx,

Found hegemonic tendencies in Senlbblt: and ehil"'en's parXs,

But we don't deal in solutions, we avoid all social sparks

We are nldieal but safe!

We stand before the blackboards with OOT eyes upon the clocks,

While undergrnds take notes upon the price uf bonds and stocks

We Tcfer them to OUT discussiun of synecdoches and paradox,

For the textbooks must be sold

We never invoke closure, which we hold in low esteem,
If we don't rewrite GOT essays, we can spit 'em oot in reams,
So what if yoo read 'em twenty times and don't know what they mean?
They're still in our C Vs!

You've missed it for this year, but the Ontario Folk
Dance Camp '94 looks like it was a great deal of fun. It ran
from May 20 until the 23rd at the University of Waterloo.
Camp staff included Dick Crum, George Fogg, Christine
Chattin, and Henk Van der Gaag. Fees ran from $195 to
$215, but a few scholarships were available. We suggest
you write either to Cecile Ratney, 125 Chaplin Crescent,
Toronto, M5P lA6, or Laya Skryzdlo, Apt. 508, 600
Eglinton Avenue W, Toronto, M5N lCl, for information
about next year's camp. fjfjfj

The 39th Annual Meeting of the Society for Ethno-
musicology will take place at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
Milwaukee, 20-23 October 1994. This will be a joint
meeting with the American Folklore Society. A pre-
conference symposium on gender issues in music research
will take place on 19 October. For further information,
contact Professor Jane Bowers, Department of Music,
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, USA 53201.

For readers outside of Alberta (and for Albertans who
may have missed it), an April issue of the ultra-right
Alberta Report featured a cover article on Ian Tyson, who,
despite his one-time support for the Alberta
Wilderness Association and the Friends of the Oldman
Dam, does not, it seems, consider himself an
environmentalist. He has sung for the Reform Party and told
the magazine that he voted Reform in the Fall of 1993. "He
was whipped 12 times for failing French class Mr.
Tyson somehow managed to graduate, albeit with a
permanent disdain for the French language." Interestingly
enough, Tyson also regards contemporary public education
with disdain and has plans to send his daughter to a private
school, presumably one where the discipline is adequate to
fulfill his requirement that she will"... get a classical
education and learn how to apply the English language." He
maintains his dislike for French: "In these hard economic
times, why do we allow people in Lethbridge to demand a
trial in French? It wastes money. It's just a knee-jerk liberal
thing." Of an ad suporting the Charlottetown Accord in the
Globe & Mail, which he and others signed, he "declares":
"I don't remember signing anything. I must have been
drunk. I don't feel any kinship to Quebec or Ontario." One
wonders whether or not Tyson feels any kinship to the
Reform Party attempt to sell itself as a national institution.
Readers who support these positions will be glad to give a
portion of their entertainment budgets to Tyson. Others may
wish not to do so. [GWL]

One of the more-or-less regular features of our sister
magazine in the U. S., Sing Out!, has been the column "The
Folk Process," which has offered readers the chance to
submit their own parodies to older songs. Not surprisingly,
these are often political in nature. The enclosed is offered in
the spirit of that column, with the hope that it will perhaps
spur similar efforts among our own readers. Note the
@symbol attached here. Your words are your own property.
For myself, anyone who wants to use these lyrics is quite
welcome to do so- I borrowed some of 'em myself, or at
least the basic idea, from a similar song from San Francisco
State College, called "Structural Functionalism Forever."
You can find that one in Denisoff's Sing a Song of Social
Significance. Of course, if you put my song on the B-side

of a major hit, I might be calling you up The tune you will of course recognize.
~~~

Saussure/Derrida Forever
@1990 George W. Lyon

Members and friends mayor may not recall that the
American singer Michael Cooney solved the perennial
problem of royalties for folk songs in a highly intelligent
and laudable fashion a while back. The problem, if you're
not familiar with it, is that a portion of the moneys paid for
performances and recordings of musical works ought to go
to the composers of the items. In the case of folk musics,
the composers are often long lost. These cases either worry
recording companies who wish to hold onto the funds until

In our lettuce daY' they let us raise as much hell as we pleased,

Our daddies let us use their credit cards white we earned our 3 degrees,

And we can still be radical while we live our lives of ease

L 'obs"", c'est fa tJolinro!!

cbonlS

Saussure/DeTTida furever!

Theory UOW, praxis whenever.

Joomal articles so clever
"'.rr.~ "'~m"" ~~,
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managed the stunning feat of getting a party-hungry
weekend audience to sit absolutely still on the floor,
listening enrapturedly, not to get up until the standing
ovations before the encores."

Dead Branches Make A Noise turns out to be old
news. She sent down a more recent issue, Book of Hate,
available as either CD or cassette. This old Luddite doesn't
own a CD player, so he got the latter, which happens to be
the most nicely packaged cassette I've ever purchased.
Beautiful. Nice music, too. I hope to offer a review, but
only when time permits it to be reasonably thoughtful. You
can get your own copy from Voice of the Turtle, Box 11,
Egremont, Alberta, TOA OZO.

We learned from a Canadian Press item in the local
paper that Prairie fiddler King Ganam died April 28, 1994,
in Carlsbad, California, hit by a stroke at age 78. An
immigrant from Lebanon and the son of a violinist, Ganam
became a star on Canadian television when the CBC tried
out the "low-budget country-western variety show" Country
Hoedown during its 1956 summer season. He was known
for his fancy western wear and pencil-thin mustache, as well
as for the wink he delivered to the camera while he played.
Leaving the CBC after a contract dispute in the late Fifties,
he ultimately left music and worked in other fields.

There goes another pioneer of Canadian music and
entertainment whose story is probably recorded only in bits
and pieces.

the rightful owners come forward or delight those outfits
who have no such scruples. Many performers claim
composing or at least arranging credits, figuring they
deserve everything they can get. Some revivalists have
claimed such credit and passed the moneys on to their
sources and the sources' families. Some years back, Cooney
decided to be more systematic about supporting the process
by which the old songs are recorded and studied. That
means that the royalties he collects on arrangements of
traditional American songs go to the Friends of the Folk
Archive gift fund at the Library of Congress, on Canadian
songs to this Society. My understanding is that this has
brought in a few hundred dollars, which is not insignificant
in our budget.

Perhaps it's time to begin to encourage others to do the
same. Canadian folk songs do not often land on the hit
parade, but the funding potential is rather large: both
Arhoolie Records and Mississippi Fred McDowell prospered
when the Rolling Stones put a derivation of McDowell's
version of "You've Got To Move" on a B-side. Think of
how many times "She's Like A Swallow" or "Farewell To
Nova Scotia" are played in some recorded format or concert
situation every year; think of how many recordings of "St.
Anne's Reel" and "La Bastringue" exist.

What might we do'? Members who are acquainted with
professional performers might lobby those they know to
follow Cooney's lead. Of course, members who are
performers might think also about showing others how it's
done! Remembering the example of Mississippi Fred and
the Stones, it might be worth some members' time to
appoint themselves as an ad hoc committee and go after
someone who might bring us a fair bit of dough with a
modest tithe. What about Loreena McKennitt? Does Bruce
Cockburn ever record public domain items? Who gets
composer credits for "Huron Carol"? I know that Tom
Jackson favors the Salvation Army, and I'd agree that the
homeless are more important, if it has to come down to
that, than a cultural society, but a little bit off that pot
(which the Salvation Army may not be collecting anyway)
would take us a long way Who else regularly plays the
big venues? fGWLI

i'Ji'Ji'J

Sid Holt, an independent scholar in Gleichen, Alberta,
has been awarded a significant grant from the Alberta
Historical Resources Foundation to complete a collection of
artistic and philosophical documents from the United
Farmers of Alberta, a progessive political force in the
province prior to the capture of provincial politics by
William Aberhart and the Social Credit Party. A partial
model for this present project will be Joyce Kornbluh's
Rebel Voices, an anthology of newspaper articles, cartoons,
songs, manifestos and other material from the Industrial
Workers of the World in the United States (U of Michigan
P, 1964). Holt, who along with Bulletin co-editor GWL
gathered the 1991 anthology of Alberta folk poetry, A
Toast To Baldy Red, is currently looking for a publisher
for Equal Rights For All: Songs And Poems Of The
U.F.A., an anthology prepared by Holt and his wife Linda.
All of Holt's work is dedicated to demonstrating that
Alberta history provides precedent for much greater social,
cultural, and political variety than the rhetoric of such
groups as the Western Canada Concept and Reform Parties
claim for the province.

GWL's review of Kathy Yearwood's tape Dead
Branches Make A Noise in the last issue led to a
reacquaintance between the two old friends. It seems that
Kathy has been busy: a tour of Europe a few years back
helped her to develop a bit of a cult following in Bergen,
Norway. Yes, Grieg's home town! A review in the Bergens
Tidende of her performance there in April of 1993 called
her" A unique and strange songbird with a magnificent
voice that makes Enya and Loreena McKennit[t) seem pale."
He added. "We can not remember the last time an artist
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discussion, Greenhill's article being entitled "'The Folk
Process' in the Revival: 'Barrett's Privateers' and 'Baratt's
Privateers,'" and Lederman's "'Barrett's Privateers':
Performance and Participation in the Folk Revival."

We hope to review this volume in a future issue.
We have also received, to late for review in this issue,

Pauline Greenhill's just published Ethnicity in the
Mainstream: Three Studies of English Canadian Culture
in Ontario (McGill-Queen's UP). The three studies deal
with English immigrant narratives, the commodification of
Stratford, and revivalist Morris dancing. Readers will
encounter some of Greenhill's thoughts on the latter in the
next issue of the Bulletin: stay tuned to this station!

Neil V. Rosenberg's recent collection of academic
essays on the Folk Revival, Transforming Traditions (U of
Illinois P, 1993), should be of interest to members.
Presumably many of us first became aware (if that's the
word) of North American folk music (and later of other
musical traditions as well) through the well-paid work of the
various followers of the Weavers. As that era moves into
history, we become able to reassess it; one hopes that
folkies will take advantage of the opportunity.

Among the book's fifteen articles are five by Society
members: I. Sheldon Posen, Pauline Greenhill, Anne
Lederman, Peter Narvaez, and Rosenberg himself. At least
two of these feature Canadian material prominently in their

J'JJ'JJ'J

Dad's reputaaon as a musician did to some extent interfere with his ability to rorry on exclusiwly as a farmer ewn in those early ames. People within the community and the surrounding area, upon learning
of his musirol ability. made demands on him which hefaund ditlicu/r to refuse. He joined a band consisang of a Mr. Meblychuk and a Mr Zburo. both of whom incidentally liwd in the Delph-Star area. a distance
of some 10-12 miles south and across the North Saskatchewan Riwr. Since Dad had no ror and the hones were needed on the fann. he relied almost totally on foot trowl to meet his playing engagemenn. {?{ten
berouse of the distance he would baw to walk. he would take his cklrinet in in rose and would set out onfaot a day or two early in order that he might arriw in ame far his pklying engagement. He played at
many Ukroinian weddings in the Delph. Skuro, St. Michael and l.amont areas. These were usually three day a/tIin and when you added trowlling ame, it meant that Dad would be away from home a minimum of
fiw days. To make mallen wone. his remuneroaon far his ef/rJrts frequently consisted of a chi,*en or two or maybe a roke. which. by the ame he rome home. would go stale.

Needless to say. Mother was jusafiably unhappy with the situaaon and by 1932 had penuaded Dad to giw up his orchestral inmlwment. Reluctantly. he agreed. but. so long as he sail owned a clarinet. he
conanued to be pklgued by requesn and pleas to play far weddings and dances. To permanently resign from further musirol inmlwmenn. Dad sold his cklrinet. 1 beliew it was one of the saddest days of his life.

as making music was his fint low.

Frank Holubawich. BetWeen River alld Lake (Wanpite. Alberta)

...ost Soul

If you know the new address of the member listed below (with last known address), please Jet us know.

Alan Fleming, 2871 River Rd., RR#3, Manotick, Onto K4M 184

Letters to the Editors

In CFB 27.3 [Ed.: This issue, misnumbered on the cover was in fact
27.4), there appeared a letter from Mary Eileen McClear, regarding a
review of her tape of Canadian stories by yours truly in a previous issue.
Ms. McClear pointed out certain errors and omissions in my review, for

which I wish to make a formal and very profound apology. Recordings
such as this are vital and important to the proposition that history can be
made enjoyable through the use of storytelling and related folk arts. I hope
that we shall hear more from this very talented raconteur in the future.

No reviewer is happy to have his or her work criticized, but we stub
our toes once in a while, and when wc do, we hope that correction can
make us better in the future. I hope that Ms. McClear will accept this
apology and will continue to tell her strange and marvelous tales and to
increase the love and popularity of storytelling and the oral tradition, not

only in Ontario where she resides, but everywhere else people are lucky
enough to hear her tales and enjoy them. Much continued success both to

Mary Eileen McClear and to the Canadian Folk Music Bulletin.

and the printer. At 86, the task is not as easy, but I am not giving up

HOPE (VILl1S).

Vyts Beliajus
Denver. Colorado

Robert Rodriquez
New York City, U.S.A.

I just finished reading my first copy of the Bulletin and wanted to
write and tell you what I thought. All I can say is Yes, Yes, Ycs. I am a
self-professed folk music addict and unfortunately around here I definitely

am in the minority. Most of my co-workers, all nurses, have never heard
of Stan or Garnet Rogers and associate folk exclusively with the
songwriting style of Woody Guthrie. I flog Canadian folk music
shamelessly at work, in the hopes of at least picking up a couple of
companions to accompany me to local coffee houses. Just glancing through
your catalog makes me salivate with anticipation. For the past eight weeks
I have had James Keelaghan's My Skies on order from Sam the Record
Man. They said, "Never heard of him. Where d'ja hear him sing? On the
CBC?" I replied with a glassy-eyed stare, "You're damn right."

A few years back, I stopped listening to the radio altogether. It
seemed like everything was just a poorly made cover of some song I had

grown up with in the 60s. My teenage son, after viewing pictures of his
father and me from that era, has aptly titled that period in my life as the
Days of the Weird, and I guess that is a fairly accurate assessment. Music
ruled our lives back then. It's been 20 years, and I had almost given up on

music being an integral part of my life until on a whim we went to see

I wish to thank you for publishing the very complimentary review

about ViItis [28: I, p. 22]. At the same time, please extend my sincere
appreciation to Mr. Michael Pollock for his kind ':\lords. It made me fecI
elated to note that my efforts are appreciated. You are probably aware that

I am the only one working on ViItis, aside from the typesetter in Idaho


